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Silvia Clerici1, Cristina Zoltan1

Abstract: NiMo (Nets in Motion) is a visual environment aimed to support to-
tally graphic programming in Data Flow style, with a strong functional inspira-
tion. It enables the user to describe solutions of growing complexity using a small
set of graphic primitives. NiMo language allows multiple output channels and
adds graphic representation to deal with functional concepts like higher order,
partial application, laziness, polymorphism and type inference. The environment
is based on a graph transformation system, by means of which execution can
be done step-by-step. NiMo intends to be a workbench for editing, debugging,
executing and experimenting. Nets are built and run using a uniform conceptual
framework. The net to be initially executed is exactly the one drawn by the user. It
evolves showing all transformations of data and processes.The most distinguish-
ing characteristic of NiMo is allowing the user to execute incomplete programs
and to change the execution state(data, processes and/or control) in an interactive
way.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Functional languages as Miranda [Tur85] or Haskell [HJW+92, Has04] have pow-
erful primitives for building algorithms in a simple way. Higher order functions
are program schemes that allow building software pieces from higher levels of
abstraction. Solutions are obtained by the composition of built-in blocks of well-
known semantics. Reusability is promoted by defining polymorphic higher order
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functions that extend the predefined schemes with more specialized ones.
Data flow is a simple and powerful computational model [Den74] that has in-

spired several visual programming languages. In lazy functional programming,
data flow representations visualize the program as a net of communicating pro-
cesses where functions are processes and channels are (usually infinite) lists. Dur-
ing the last years the interest for visual modeling and programming has progres-
sively grown, giving rise to a wide variety of visual languages and environments
[JHM04]. In particular there are a certain number of them close to functional
programming or data flow paradigm: Prograph [CGP89], VisualHaskell [Ree94],
VFPE [Kel02], Vital [Han02]. They were developed with different objectives and
therefore the term “Visual” has different meanings: graphical edition, visual rep-
resentations of textual programs, data structures animation, graphical display of
the internal representation, visualization of how some part of it evolves during
execution, etc. Some of these languages share certain characteristics with NiMo
but their specific objectives and the way they are implemented are fairly different.

The main goal in NiMo is to provide totally graphic edition, debugging, ex-
ecution and experimentation. The source code is a graph, which is directly exe-
cutable. It is not a graphic representation of the code of a given textual language as
it is the case in several visual languages, for instance in Visual Haskell. Although
close enough to lazy functional languages NiMo follows a functional-data-flow
mix model, and there is no need for the user to write textual code at all. On the
other hand, although the graph could be easily translated into a lazy functional
language as Miranda or Haskell, this is not the case either. The interpreter acts di-
rectly upon the source code, without any kind of translation, by means of a graph
transformation system. The execution model in NiMo could beregarded as the
visualization process of a graph operational semantics foran equivalent textual
program, where the state model is a graph; during execution all the intermediate
states are shown, not only the final one.

The NiMo environment, which is described in section 1.3, is based on a graph
transformation system [Roz97]. This means that NiMo implementation is also
graphical. It consists of two kernel graph grammars; one of them acts as an in-
teractive syntax directed editor while the other one is the interpreter, which acts
directly on the source code. Execution can be done in free mode or step-by-step
also allowing incomplete programs to be executed and completed as needed.

There are several tracers for functional programs that alsoshare some func-
tionalities with our work. In particular for the Haskell language we can mention
HsDebug [EJ03] for GHC [Com04], HOOD which is a small post-mortem debug-
ger, being enhanced by GHOOD [GHO04]. GHOOD has a very nice interface for
visualization of selected elements of the program. All of them require signaling
the functions that are to be observed. The main difference with them is that NiMo
acts as an online tracer. All the net activity is shown by default; therefore the
marking should be for the processes of which we do not want to see the internals.
Step-by-step execution allows on line debugging and also several kind of experi-
ments on the running net, like relaxing laziness for some processes, bounding the
execution to a particular subnet, analyzing channel population, testing the need of



forcing synchronization, etc.
A running prototype has been implemented using AGG [ERT99],[TB04] as

the graph transformation system. It is described in section1.4 together with its
possible extensions.

In the next section the main characteristics of the languageare outlined and
illustrated by means of simple examples of its use.

1.2 OUTLINE OF THE NIMO LANGUAGE

The language has been designed to support totally graphic programming in Data
Flow style, with a strong functional inspiration. It is based on the classical pro-
cess network representations for lazy functional programs. A small set of graphic
primitives allows representing and handling functional concepts like higher order,
partial application, laziness, polymorphism, and type inference. The program is
a graph drawn by the user, which evolves during execution showing every trans-
formation of data and processes. The most peculiar characteristic of NiMo is
that the source code is both the object code and the initial state at the same time.
This feature, added to the possibility of executing (may be incomplete) programs
step-by-step, enables the user to change the state (data, processes and/or con-
trol) at any point. This section outlines the main features of the language and
the functional-data-flow mix model it supports, starting with the usual process
network representations in which NiMo was inspired.

1.2.1 Data flow representation for lazy functional programs

In the basic data flow model processes are visualized as boxes(nodes), and arrows
represent channels where data streams flow from one process to other. The control
is given by the flow of data; there are no additional control structures. Data-flow
representations have shown to be a useful conceptual mechanism to visualize the
behavior of a certain kind of lazy functional programs. The data flow metaphor

FIGURE 1.1. Fibonacci process network

associates functions to single output processes and channels to (usually infinite)
lists. Net architecture shows in a bi-dimensional way the chains of function com-
positions and exhibits the implicit parallelism. Back arrows give an insight of the
“recurrence laws”, i.e. how new results are obtained from already calculated ones.

The paradigmatic example of such correspondence is Fibonacci. Its process



network representation, present in many textbooks on lazy functional program-
ming, and the graphic execution model that the net animationsuggests, were the
start point for the NiMo language design. Figure 1.1 shows the net corresponding
to the Haskell code

fibo = 0 : rest where rest = 1 : zipWith (+) fibo rest

1.2.2 The graphic elements

The graphic syntax in NiMo is very close to the one above. Figure 1.2 shows the
Fibonacci net in NiMo.

FIGURE 1.2. Fibonacci process network in NiMo

Except for a few new graphic symbols (hexagons, diamonds, and big-arrows
shown in Figure 1.3), the rest of the elements and their correspondence to the
textual code are the usual ones:� rectangles for functions viewed as processes� circles (or ellipses when necessary) for constant values� arrows for function parameters and result, avoiding the useof the identifiers

needed in textual code (fiboandrest in this example)� horizontal arrows to represent channels and black dots for channel duplicators
(double occurrence of an identifier in the textual code definition)� vertical arrows for those function parameters that are not channels in the data
flow sense of flowing data streams

The diamond symbol is a connector that ties arrows together and carries in-
formation about activation or evaluation state. A diamond with 0 precedes a non-
activated process or a non-evaluated value. Values in a channel are always pre-
ceded by a diamond with code 1. Hexagons carry type information. Data are type-
value-entities (tve), where values (evaluated or not) are tied to its type (hexagon)
through a diamond. Code 2 in the diamond indicates that the value is an atomic
constant. Fully evaluated values (values in normal form) are tve’s having only
hexagons, circles and diamonds. Non-fully evaluated values are tve’s containing



at least one rectangle (a non-evaluated function), see figure 1.6. Formal param-
eters are represented by incomplete tve’s; i.e. having big arrows (as shown in
figure 1.3). In fact, big arrows represent incompleteness ina more general sense;
they are open connections that can be bound later. Since execution can be done
step-by-step, incomplete programs can be executed and completed by need.

NiMo allows full higher order parameterization and partialapplication. Pro-
cess parameters can also be parameterized; i.e. not only function names as +,
but also partially applied functions (a box with big-arrowsin some of its inputs)
can be a valid parameter for another process, see the netquickSrecin figure 1.7.
Furthermore, processes in NiMo can have multiple outputs, but only single out-
put processes can be a valid parameter. In other words, functions can be viewed
as processes when applied, but multiple output processes cannot be viewed as
functions.

1.2.3 The type system

Atomic types are integers (I), reals (R), booleans (B), strings (S). Circles of dif-
ferent colors represent constant values of each type.

Structured types are lists(L), channels(C), tuples(T), and functions (F) all be-
ing polymorphic. Channels and lists are homogeneous and unbounded. They
correspond to the data flow and functional view of lists and therefore they are
mutually convertible.

In the current version user defined types are not supported. On the other hand,
there is only one function type name F standing for the typea! b, only one list
type name L for lists of any kind of elements, and the only polymorphic type
identifier is ?. The type List of integer, for instance, corresponds to alist-tve (a
tve with L in its hexagon) withinteger-tve’sas elements of its (structured) value.
Therefore only lists having a first concrete typed element show they are concrete;
an empty list or a non-evaluated one (not in w.h.n.f.) is, in principle, polymorphic.
The same happens with channels. As a consequence, static type inference is par-
tial, which means that polymorphic processes could be non-correctly instantiated
and therefore non type-safe nets could be executed. Type inference and check-
ing at runtime is therefore needed(see section 1.3.1 for further discussion). In the
NiMo next version (under preparation) full static inference will be possible.

1.2.4 Basic processes and nets

As said before, NiMo language was designed to support the data flow process
network programming style. The system provides a repertoryof powerfulbasic
processesincluding equivalent versions for most functions in Haskell prelude. It
also includes additional higher order processes that facilitate the static process
network style, like a generalized zipWith-merge, a flip-flop-merge, or a fixpoint
process. But with some of the Haskell functions (like splitAt, span, or break)
the equivalence is not exact because processes in NiMo can have more than one
output channel, which can be independently activated (likethe process splitCond



in figure 1.7). Process network solutions obtained using these primitives as ba-
sic processes avoid the use of tuples and projections or “symmetric duplication”
of processes, which are needed to simulate two output branches in Haskell. In
fact, tuples are only used in NiMo when dealing with truly Cartesian Product ele-
ments, and could be simulated by the multiple outputs of a process. On the other
hand, additional graphic syntax for conditional, guards orcase expressions is not
either really necessary: an if-then-else higher order process suffices for handling
all the conditional situations. The idea is that casuistic and pattern decomposition
are encapsulated within the basic processes behavior. Basic processes are power-
ful enough to handle stream processing in the data flow sense;only the simplest
user functions (i.e. not involving control flow) should needconditionals. This
restriction enforces a static network solution style, without explicit recursivity in
processes; recurrence is done on channels (feed back arrows). In this kind of so-
lutions the total number of processes is statically bounded. During execution the
net structure is similar to the original one, regarding the processes and their in-
terconnections, only new values are dynamically generatedin channels (as in the
case of the netprefixes, explained in next sections). However, as it is discussed
in section 1.2.6, dynamic nets can also be represented in NiMo. In this case, a
graphic syntax for channel patterns would be helpful to define recursive nets.

Anyhow, the user builds solutions combining processes thatcan be basic or
net themselves. Every new net can be named to be used by another one, allowing
incremental net complexity up to any arbitrary degree, and nets can also be pa-
rameterized. Figure 1.3 shows the net that generalizes the Fibonacci algorithm to
obtain successions where the first and second elements, and the function to apply
to the two previous values, are formal parameters. Some useful parameterized
nets are provided in a library that can be extended with user-defined nets.

FIGURE 1.3. Generalized Fibonacci process network

1.2.5 The execution model

In functional languages the execution model strongly depends on the overall eval-
uation policy. In general, it can be lazy or eager (although efficiency reasons can
relax the “purity” of the evaluation order). In lazy languages there are primitives
to annotate a sub expression to be eagerly evaluated; it is the only way the user can



explicitly modify the control. On the contrary, in NiMo eachsubnet is explicitly
preceded by its evaluation state, and the user can set an initial activation or change
the current activation state of any process during execution. Nevertheless, the de-
fault policy is lazy; basic processes have a lazy behavior, activation propagates
by need and persists until an “sufficiently evaluated” result is obtained. There-
fore, provided that the net initial marking only activates the output channels, and
that all its sub-nets have a lazy behavior, the net itself will have a lazy behavior.
However other possible markings could also respect laziness, as it is discussed in
section 1.2.6 for the net in figure 1.9.

FIGURE 1.4. Fibonacci first step

In the basic data flow model, control is data driven, i.e. processes act by data
availability. In the mix model, laziness means that processes only produce results
under demand, i.e. the control flow follows a demand-driven policy (the only
exception to this rule appears when simplification keeps semantics). Therefore,
executing the Fibonacci net requires creating a demand on its output channel, i.e.
setting 1 in its preceding diamond. The first process “:” actsputting its parameter
on its output channel and then disappears; the resulting netis shown in 1.4.

FIGURE 1.5. Fibonacci third value required

This first value 0 is then shown as the first result and it is alsoduplicated, be-
ing so available in the first input channel of zipWith. Value entities in a channel
are always preceded by a diamond with code 1. Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show the
net before and after the third value is calculated. In the general case, an activated



process can demand non-available values to its provider processes, which are ac-
tivated “in parallel” (all that needed, not only the “leftmost one”, as in sequential
lazy languages) and, in turn, activate their own providers.Then, process activa-
tion can propagate and therefore several processes could work simultaneously in
different regions of the net. In the current implementation, this means that when-
ever two processes are activated, the application order is non deterministic, as it
is further discussed in section 1.3.2. In NiMo most basic processes only act when
their preceding diamonds have code 1, (as it was the case for zipWith). However,
due to efficiency reasons, some processes could act without being activated (e.g.
+ whenever its two operands are available, ormapwith an empty input channel).
Once activated, a basic process has a lazy behavior; it only propagates activation
in the input channels it needs to produce its result, i.e. to put a next value on every
activated output channel; then it becomes deactivated (allits preceding diamond
have a 0-value). In other words, processes act until a w.h.n.f. is obtained in each
activated output channel.

FIGURE 1.6. Fibonacci third value produced

In order to allow a process to be continuously activated, NiMo provides a basic
processforce, which generates a continuous demand on its input channel and also
a processforce-evalthat, in addition, completely evaluates its input. Besides, as
execution can be done step-by-step, the user can activate/deactivate any process,
by simply changing the code of its preceding diamond. This facility opens a wide
range of experimental possibilities not present in the off line style debuggers be-
cause some regions of the net can be tested in an isolated manner at any point of
the execution. Moreover, relaxing laziness on line allows to explore possible opti-
mizations and to analyze synchronization issues. It also enables parallel execution
of subnets that, following the default lazy policy, should remain inactive.

1.2.6 Drawing Dynamic nets

As we have pointed out in section 1.2.4, static net programming style promotes the
intensive use of built-in recursive patterns, and therefore channel pattern is not re-
ally needed. On the contrary, to draw dynamic nets it is convenient to have a more
specialized syntax than the generic if-then-else basic process. Figure 1.7 shows



the pair of (mutually recursive) nets for the quick sort algorithm. The netquick-
Sort shows the graphic syntax for channel patterns, where upper or lower pro-
cesses enclosed between triangles will be applied depending respectively whether
the channel is empty or not. In execution, the sub graph between diamonds is re-
placed by one of the two processes. In this examplequickSrecdeals with the non
empty case; afterwards it is replaced by its net which contains two new processes
quickSort. This indirect recursion is necessary whenever the end of the recursion
is given by a channel pattern; otherwise (for instance in thedynamical version
of the Eratosthenes sieve), a single recursive net is enough. The basic process
splitCondin the netquickSreccan be simulated in Haskell by a pair of symmetric
filters giving both partitions of the input channel according to the condition and
its negation. The big arrow in the>= process corresponds to the parameter of the
(a >=) section in the Haskell code, beinga, the first value in the input channel.
The equivalent Haskell code for both nets is the following

quickSort [ ] = [ ]
quickSort(a:x) = quickSrec(a:x)
quickSrec(a:x) = quickSort(filter(a>=)x)++

(a:quickSort(filter(a<)x))

FIGURE 1.7. Dynamic solution for the quicksort algorithm

Let us note that the initial activation marking (diamonds preceding processes)
of the netquickSrecpreserves laziness. The sequence of diamonds with code 1
is exactly the one that would result by propagating the activation from the left-
most diamond (the one preceding the process++). According to this, the lower
quickSortprocess in the net will not be activated until the upper one completes its
task (because++ first consumes completely its first input channel). A possible
experiment is to activate also the secondquickSort, allowing that both processes
can act at the same time. This action should also affect the distribution of channel



population. In general, trying different markings on the net dynamically allows,
for instance, to extend the implicit parallelism in order tospeed-up the system be-
havior in a further parallel implementation. Also, both thefull vision of the state
and the step-by-step execution enable the user to experiment even by changing
values on line.

Execution of bothquicksortalgorithm versions and other examples can be
found in [NiM05].

1.3 THE NIMO ENVIRONMENT

NiMo has been developed with the goal of being a workbench forgraphically edit-
ing, debugging and executing process network solutions. Nets are built and exe-
cuted using a uniform conceptual framework. As in Functional Languages, where
everything is an expression (data, processes, and also the program being exe-
cuted), in NiMo everything is a graph. Graph grammars and graph transformation
systems are powerful tools to deal with graphs. The NiMo environment is based
on a graph transformation system that allows rule application to be done step-by-
step or in free mode. It has two kernel attributed graph grammars:Construction
Grammar (CGG), and Execution Grammar (EGG). EGG is the interpreter, and
also gives the complete semantic definition of the language,while CGG acts as an
interactive syntax directed editor that checks a first levelof type-consistency.

1.3.1 Editing nets

In functional languages, the program is usually edited in a regular text editor and
the whole text is compiled. The type inference system deals with the complete
internal representation. On the contrary, in NiMo partial type checking and infer-
ence are made step-by-step, and locally, during the net edition. On the other hand,
Graph Grammar based syntax checkers use techniques for “scanning” a graph to
verify the abstract syntax graph is not violated. In other cases the technique is
checking if the “graph can be parsed”. The first approach is incomplete and the
second is not step-by-step. In NiMo nets are constructed using the grammar CGG,
its rules can assure a valid graph at each construction step.

FIGURE 1.8. Interface rule for zipWith

Every basic process or net in the system has aninterface rulegiving its type



declaration (input and output channels and parameters types). For example, the
interface rule for the zipWith process is shown in Figure 1.8. During the net
edition, adding a new process (basic or net) requires to create a circle, and to
fill it in with the process name. The interface rule creates a template with the
process graphic signature in the working graph. The new output big-arrows can be
connected with the existing input ones, provided that theirtypes are compatible.
A set of rules handles partial type checking and inference. Partial means that in
the presence of two polymorphic types (big-arrows having a non concrete type
identifier in the hexagon) a non-safe connection could be allowed. For instance
a first zipWith that (according to its functional parameter once it is connected)
requires a first input channel of integer values, could be connected with a second
zipWith that, according to its functional parameter, returns a boolean channel.
This type inconsistence will be detected in execution when the first functional
parameter is applied.

Once a new net is built, it can be directly executed or else be given a name
to be further used. This action generates two new rules, aninterface ruleand an
expansion rulelike the one in figure 1.9. The interface rule allows to construct
other nets that have it as a process. It is also used in execution to allow higher order
parameterization as described in section 1.3.2. The expansion rule will be added
to EGG to be used while executing a net having a box with the same name. When
this process is activated, its whole net (the one on the rightof the expansion rule)
replaces the box that already has the necessary connections. Figure 1.9 shows
the expansion rule for the netprefixes, which generates the list of all the initial
sub-lists of a given list. This is one of the useful nets provided in the library.

FIGURE 1.9. Expansion rule for the net prefixes

1.3.2 Executing nets

As stated before, one of the most distinguishing characteristics of NiMo is that
source code is not transformed to start execution; it is the object code itself. At
the beginning of the execution the net is exactly the one drawn by the user, and
EGG acts directly on it. In execution the net shrinks and expands following the
evaluation needs. Diamond nodes keep track of process activation state or evalua-
tion degree for values. Therefore, rules are applicable only on active regions of the
net. If more than one process is active, rule application, being non-deterministic,



gives a good simulation (the visual effect) of concurrency.
Along with this, the graph transformation system not only provides mecha-

nisms for interrupting execution, running the net in step-by-step mode, and un-
doing transformation steps but also allows modifying the net at any stage and
resuming execution thereafter.

According to the demand-driven policy, the initial activation of the net is done
by activating its output channels (although a different initial marking could be
set). From then on, activation is propagated by need, in a waterfall mode. If the
first process in a channel is not a basic one, it is expanded, and so on until a basic
process can act. Once activated it is responsible for activating its provider pro-
cesses. Basic process rules give the operative basis for thegraphic transformation
and moving of data through channels. The set of rules definingthe behavior of a
given basic process is analogous to the equations defining a function in Haskell.
Different configurations in its adjacent nodes give the patterns.

FIGURE 1.10. Rules for the postfix basic process

Figure 1.10 shows the three rules defining the behavior of thebasic process
postfix(which adds an element at the end of a list). The first rule activates its
provider process, since a 0-value in the input channel diamond indicates that no
value was available. The second and third rules correspond,respectively, to the
non empty and empty input channel patterns. A diamond with code 2 indicates
the end of a channel (or of a list value). In this case, being activated or not (a
variable in the preceding diamond) the process generates the last value by putting
its parameter in the output channel, and then disappears.

As said before, nets always have two rules (interface and expansion). The
net behavior depends on the internal structure of interconnections among its pro-
cesses, given by the expansion rule. The interface rule allows that a process or
a net (provided it has a single output channel) can act as a process parameter in-
side other nets. In this context, supporting full higher order implies the dynamic



transformation of the net in such a way that a functional parameter (a function
name as+ in figure 1.5) can act, i.e. be converted in an executable subnet (as the
resulting third value in figure 1.6). On the other hand partially applied functions
(processes having big arrows in some of their entries) can also be a valid parame-
ter or result, and therefore partial parameter passing is also allowed. In EGG a set
of only twelve rules handles higher order and partial instantiation in all possible
cases. In the presence of processes acting as parameters theapplication of these
rules causes “internal states” to show up. These intermediate states of the net can
be optionally hidden from the user.

Moreover, also functional values in NiMo are first class in the “showing”
sense, allowing incremental development and modular testing of subnets the final
results of which contain functional values. For instance, once the net correspond-
ing to the expressionmap(zipWith(const id))[[1],[2],[3,4]]is com-
pletely evaluated (no 0-value diamonds remains), it results into a channel of par-
tially instantiated functions representing the expression [zipwith(const id)

[1],zipwith(const id)[2],zipwith(const id)[3,4]]. On the contra-
ry, in textual languages the expression is considered erroneous, as in Haskell, or
else in Miranda the result shown is:[<function>,<function>,<function>].

FIGURE 1.11. Prefixes of the list [1,2,3]

Regarding data, normal order evaluation leads to duplicatesub-expressions.
In lazy functional languages identical substructures are evaluated only once using
graphs instead of trees as syntax internal representation;several nodes share the
same son. Data management policy in NiMo uses the same strategy and is imple-
mented by sharing structured values. That means, that evaluated subnets can not
be immediately discarded because they could be shared by another subnet. A set
of garbage collector rules in EGG takes care of erasing “right to left” disconnected
(as provider) nodes. This set of rules act “in parallel” withthe rest of the grammar
rules. Figure 1.11 displays an intermediate state of the netprefixesapplied to a
finite input channel [1,2,3], exhibiting sub graph sharing.

In EGG, all the previously mentioned tasks are organized into sets of specific
purpose rules. Besides, another advantage of having a uniform framework is that
program transformation and optimization can be addressed using the same mech-
anism. A set of rules can do optimization using known patterns. This type of
transformations could take place before the execution starts, or even when the



pattern shows up due to the net evolution.

1.4 CURRENT STATE AND FUTURE WORK

A running prototype has been implemented using AGG [ERT99],[TB04] as the
graph transformation system. Currently, over 20 basic processes including equiv-
alent versions for most useful functions in Haskell preludeare implemented. Real
and tuple types are not yet included. A special effort was done in order to reduce
the number of rules, keeping always in mind that the system time complexity
strongly depends on the grammar size and on the sub-graph matching algorithm
being used. The presence of diamonds, gives bipartite sub-graphs, and then heav-
ily reduces the number of rules (patterns in left hand sides). Adding them all
up, the sets of rules in EGG are around a hundred. On the other hand, the ker-
nel grammar does not have critical pairs, and only injectivematch mappings are
used, reducing the execution (graph transformation) complexity. Confluence (and
therefore rule application order independence) assures a well-defined semantics.

The system has been tested on classical examples as hamming numbers, prime
numbers in both static and dynamic versions, prefixes, quicksort in different dy-
namic and static versions, obtained by derivation from the classical one (Figure
1.7), other sorting algorithms, and of course, Fibonacci.

In order to test full higher order and partial application a set of examples were
evaluated, for instance the NiMo nets equivalent to the following Haskell codes

zipWith id(map(zipWith(const id)) [[1],[2],[3,4]]) l
where l = [[5], [6,7,8], [9], []]
zipWith id(zipWith const(zipWith id(repeat(+))nat)nat)nat

where nat = [1..]

The work done shows the feasibility of the approach and the experimental
possibilities it opens. However, although the main design and implementation
challenges have been overcome, for the time being, the current state of the system
is far from being a final product. One of the main drawbacks of the current version
is, precisely, the graphical interface. To be a really useful tool this aspect should
be heavily improved. As the net grows, it is necessary to havecontrol on scaling,
zooming, scrolling and other facilities allowing “pretty printing” of the net, not
present in the graphic interface of the current transformation system. Neverthe-
less, the graph transformation engine can be used isolated and be combined with
another interface. In fact, graph transformation systems are powerful tools to deal
with complex graph configurations but, as far as the authors know, they are not
intended to be used as graphical interfaces in a relatively large size application.
They are mainly used for modeling. In [NiM05] executions of some of the exam-
ples tested in the prototype are shown as they would look likewith an improved
graphic interface.

Regarding the extension of the language itself, as we said before, a more pow-
erful type inference system is under development. And, in general, other Haskell
features not having equivalence in NiMo, should also be considered. In partic-
ular, user defined types and therefore data abstractions mechanisms,which are a



key issue for scalability [BBB+95]. On this regard, NiMo already has a procedu-
ral abstraction mechanism to represent a complex net by a single node, therefore
allowing to face more complex problems. But, as in every visual language, as
the net grows the limited screen size is a problem that the usual mechanisms
(scrolling, zooming, etc.) are not powerful enough to solve. Currently, once ex-
panded a net process remains so whether active or not. A possible approach for a
better use of the screen real estate would be provide operations to reverse the ex-
pansion, compress basic type-values, and display a graphicshorthand for numeric
lists.

Finally as it can be seen in all the previous examples, translation from NiMo to
Haskell is almost direct. NiMo is specially suited for debugging and experimen-
tation, not for being the final execution system. The last step of the workbench
should be to produce an equivalent but efficiently executable textual version, ide-
ally in a parallel language.

1.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented a novel graphical language inspired in the data flow
representations for lazy functional programs, and the environment designed to
give support to this programming style. The main characteristics of the language
have been illustrated with several examples, showing how the program evolves
in execution, and the particular kind of interactions the system allows. We have
also described the fundamental ideas in the implementationof the environment by
means of a graph transformation system, the current state ofthe implementation,
its drawbacks and possible improvements.

The most relevant characteristics of NiMo are:� It is totally graphic. Programs are graphs drawn by the user,which are directly
executable without any kind of translation and evolve showing all transforma-
tions of data and processes, allowing on line tracing. On theother hand, the
environment has been fully implemented using graph grammars, and therefore
the implementation of the environment itself is also graphic.� The language is very simple and expressive, close to the usual data flow rep-
resentations for lazy functional programs. Nets of growingcomplexity are
built with a small set of graphic primitives. Only seven symbols are enough
to represent and handle higher order, partial instantiation, polymorphism, type
inference, and keep track of the evaluation state.� The system provides a repertory of basic processes including equivalent ver-
sions of most useful functions in the Haskell prelude, but unlike functional
programming, processes can have more than one output channel. This facility
avoids the use of tuples and projections or symmetric duplication of processes
making clearer the data flow solution.� And the most innovative one is that the user has direct control on the compu-
tation state and can change data, processes and/or control at any point of the



execution. This is feasible because of the combination of several peculiarities:
the source code is exactly the computation initial state, the activation or eval-
uation state is explicit, the execution can be done step-by-step, and between
steps the user can modify the net. Therefore, not only on linedebugging is
natural but even, laziness can be locally relaxed in an interactive way.
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